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The obtaining of uniform arrays of silver and gold nanoparticles with a surface density up 
to 3.3∙109 cm–2 on the zinc oxide buffer layers by sol-gel method is described. The varia-
tions of the solution composition and synthesis mode, layers coating and subsequent heat 
treatment were carried out. The absorption spectra of the obtained samples had a peak near 
400–570 nm corresponding to the plasmon resonance in the Ag and Au nanoparticles. 
Wavelength and shape of Ag and Au nanoparticles plasmon peak varied depending on the 
synthesis mode: the use of ZnO buffer layers leads to an increase in the intensity of the 
nanoparticles plasmon peak, the annealing leads to a gradual decrease and broadening of 
the absorption peak of Ag and mixed Ag and Au nanoparticles arrays, but does not affect 
the peak of Au nanoparticles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many fields of science, such as medicine [1,2] and crimi-
nalistics [3,4], require the ability to detect substances from 
their small amount. One of these techniques is a surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The main ap-
proach of this method is placement of the analyzed sub-
stance on special substrates, the principle of operation of 
which is based on the local increase of electromagnetic 
field near metal nanoparticles (NPs) with plasmonic prop-
erties [5–10]. In addition to SERS spectroscopy, metal 
NPs with plasmonic properties are promising for use in 
optoelectronics devices, for example, to enhance the lumi-
nescence of LEDs [11,12]. 

The plasmonic properties of metal NPs depend on 
many factors, such as their material, shape, size, distance 
between NPs and several others [13]. Based on correla-
tions described in [14,15] and demonstrated in [16–19], it 
is possible to control the spectral position and intensity of 
the NPs absorption peak. For example, an increase in the 
NPs size shifts the absorption peak to the long-wavelength 
part of the spectra, the absorption intensity increases with 

increasing NPs concentration, the width of the absorption 
peak depends on the dispersion of NPs sizes [16–18]. 

Various methods are used to obtain metal NPs, for ex-
ample: the deposition from colloid solutions [12,19,20], 
the reverse micelle method [16], gas-phase synthesis and 
ionic implantation [13]. Most of these methods are expen-
sive and technologically complicated, especially for crea-
tion of multi-layer nanostructures, and often do not pro-
vide uniform NPs arrays, while sol-gel method is devoid 
of these disadvantages. In addition, chemical synthesis 
method, such as sol-gel, represents a simple technological 
process that is carried out without the use of high vacuum 
and temperatures, and does not require expensive supplies. 

This work is devoted to the creation of a simple ver-
sion of SERS substrates containing high-density uniform 
arrays of silver (Ag NPs) and gold (Au NPs) nanoparti-
cles obtained from solutions and deposited on substrates 
of dielectrics or wide-bandgap semiconductors to replace 
commercial substrates with cheaper analogs produced in 
the laboratory. The sol-gel method allows easy modifi-
cation of the material, size and shape of NPs, which de-
termine their plasmonic properties, and provides wide 
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opportunities for the selection of SERS substrates for 
specific tasks and objects under study. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

To obtain Ag and Au NPs, separate solutions based on sil-
ver nitrate (AgNO3) and chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), re-
spectively, were prepared in 2-methoxyethanol. The solu-
tions concentrations used were 0.03 and 0.06 M for 
different samples series. Next, the solutions were mixed 
on a magnetic stirrer for 5 minutes and were immediately 
coated to the substrate. 

The NPs solutions were coated on quartz substrates by 
spin-coating method at a speed of 2500 rpm for 15 sec-
onds, the process was repeated 5 times with intermediate 
drying at 300 °C for 3 minutes. After that, the obtained 
NPs layers were annealed in a muffle furnace at a temper-
ature of 500 °C for 15 minutes. 

Besides pure quartz substrates, NPs layers were also 
coated on buffer layer of zinc oxide (ZnO). ZnO was cho-
sen as a material of buffer layer based on several points. 
Firstly, the technology of obtaining ZnO by the sol-gel 
method is well studied and simple, and a sol composition 
based on 2-methoxyethanol has been previously devel-
oped, which allows to obtain polycrystalline zinc oxide 
films with high uniformity and smooth surface [21,22]. 
Secondly, the coating of different material layers from sols 
based on a single solvent allows for better adhesion and 
the quality of interlayer boundaries [23]. Thirdly, ZnO has 
a high optical transmittance in the visible range, which 
comply not only with the requirements for SERS sub-
strates, but also allow for the study of the optical proper-
ties of the NPs arrays themselves. 

The ZnO layers were also made by sol-gel method. 
The ZnO solution was made by dissolving zinc acetate 
(ZnAc) in 2-methoxyethanol with a concentration of 
0.2 M. Monoethanolamine (MEA) was used as a surfac-
tant, the molar ratio of MEA/ZnAc was 1:1. The solution 

was stirred for 1 hour to complete dissolution of ZnAc. 
Deposition of ZnO was carried out in accordance with the 
method described above for obtaining of NPs. In general, 
the method of obtaining Ag NPs and ZnO layer has been 
described in detail in our previous works [21,22]. 

Mixing the solutions with AgNO3 and HAuCl4 led to 
immediate sediment deposition, that made it impossible to 
obtain a uniform layer on the substrate surface by spin-
coating method. Therefore, to obtain mixed Ag and Au 
NPs array, alternate coating of Ag and Au NPs solutions 
was carried out layer by layer and in equal proportion on 
quartz substrates with a ZnO buffer layer. Thus, 5 layers 
of zinc oxide, 5 layers of a solution of Ag NPs and 5 layers 
of a solution of Au NPs were coated to the substrates se-
quentially. After that the obtained samples were annealed 
in a muffle furnace at 500 °C for 15 minutes. 

NPs array morphology and NPs sizes were studied by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using Mira 3 
(Tescan, Czech Republic) and Digital Micrograph soft-
ware (USA). 

The study of the optical properties of the samples was 
carried out using fiber optic spectrometer AvaSpec 2048 
(Avantes, USA), suitable for measuring the samples spec-
tra of absorption, transmittance and optical density in the 
spectral range of 200–1100 nm. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The optical absorption spectra of the NPs array obtained 
on the substrates and on the ZnO buffer layers was meas-
ured. The spectra of samples with arrays of Au NPs con-
tained absorption peak in the range of 540–570 nm 
(Fig. 1), corresponding to the plasmon resonance in Au 
NPs [17,18]. It can be seen from the spectra that the use of 
zinc oxide buffer layer led to a small shift of the absorption 
peak from 565 nm to 545 nm, and to double increase in 
the absorption peak of Au NPs compared to the sample 
without a buffer layer. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Optical absorption spectra of Au NPs before and after annealing: (a) without and (b) with ZnO buffer layer. 
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It was found that with a doubling of the HAuCl4 solu-
tions concentration, the absorption peak of Au NPs without 
the buffer layer does not change, while in presence of ZnO 
buffer layer the intensity is doubled. An annealing of sam-
ples with Au NPs with and without a zinc oxide buffer layer 
did not significantly influence the absorption spectra.  

The spectra of samples with arrays of Ag NPs con-
tained absorption peak in the range of 400–450 nm 
(Fig. 2), corresponding to the plasmon resonance in Ag 
NPs [16,17]. It can be seen from the spectra that the use of 
a zinc oxide buffer layer led to an increase in intensity and 
a shift of the Ag NPs plasmon peak to shorter wavelengths 
in comparison with the sample without a buffer layer. 
Doubling the concentration of AgNO3 solutions led to the 
increase in the Ag NPs absorption peak intensity by more 
than 20%, and to the shift of the absorption peak from 
400 nm to 440 nm. Annealing of samples with Ag NPs, as 
well as with Au NPs, with and without a zinc oxide buffer 
layer did not significantly affect the absorption spectra. 

The optical absorption spectra of the obtained samples 
with mixed Ag and Au NPs array also contained absorp-
tion peak in the range of 490–560 nm, corresponding to 
the plasmon resonance in Ag and Au NPs (Fig. 3). It 

should be noted that the Ag and Au NPs coating sequence 
did not influence the optical properties of total arrays of 
Ag and Au NPs. A comparison of the spectra in Fig. 3 
shows that, as in the case of only Au NPs, the use of the 
ZnO buffer layer increases the intensity of the absorption 
peak of mixed arrays of Ag and Au NPs. When comparing 
the absorption spectra before and after annealing (Fig. 3), 
it was found that the mixed Ag and Au NPs arrays as a 
result of annealing is characterized by a decrease and 
broadening of the NPs absorption peak, and also by the 
shift of the absorption peak from 510 nm to 490 nm for 
NPs without the ZnO buffer layer and from 560 nm to 
495 nm with it. 

An increase in the NPs absorption intensity while 
maintaining the wavelength is most often associated with 
an increase in the density of the NPs array, and a shift in 
the wavelength of the plasmon peak is observed when 
their size or shape changes [13-15]. Probably, for NPs ar-
rays obtained in this work the presence of a buffer layer of 
zinc oxide led to an improvement in sol adhesion to the 
substrate during spin-coating. 

It was previously shown [21] that an array of Ag NPs 
is formed as a result of the silver diffusion over the 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Optical absorption spectra of Ag NPs before and after annealing: (a) without and (b) with ZnO buffer layer. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Optical absorption spectra of mixed Ag and Au NPs arrays: (a) without and (b) with ZnO buffer layer. 
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substrate surface during annealing. Probably, the presence 
of a zinc oxide buffer layer affects the diffusion efficiency, 
which leads to a change in the size and density of the ob-
tained NPs. In addition, the zinc oxide buffer layer, due to 
its polycrystalline structure and structured surface, 
changes the distribution of the NPs material over the sub-
strate surface, which leads to a change in the parameters 
of the obtained NPs array. In the case of bigger Ag NPs, 
the diffusion processes undergo greater changes than for 
smaller Au NPs. Fig. 4 shows the results of the SEM study 
of the obtained NPs array. Based on the SEM images NPs 
size distribution histograms were constructed (Fig. 5). Au 
NPs have sizes from 50 to 110 nm, Ag NPs are larger and 
reach sizes of 200–400 nm. The NPs sizes in the mixed Ag 
and Au array correspond to the sizes in the separate NPs 
layers.  

The SEM images of the obtained NPs (Fig. 4) do not 
demonstrate ordering in arrays. However, the NPs arrays 
show the uniformity, i.e., their surface density remains ap-
proximately at the same level throughout the substrate. 
NPs in the separate arrays are uniformly distributed over 
the substrate surface without agglomeration and cluster-
ing. The NPs density was determined using SEM images 
and was equal to the number of NPs in a unit area of the 
substrate surface. The surface density of NPs was 
3.3∙109 cm–2 in the sample with Au NPs and 3.1∙106 cm–2 

in the sample with Ag NPs. But in the sample with mixed 
array of Ag and Au NPs the surface density was lower than 
their sum – 5.7∙108 cm–2. Probably, as observed in the 
SEM image, large Ag NPs agglomerate on themselves 
several small Au NPs, so the total surface density of the 
NPs array is slightly lower (Fig. 4). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The uniform arrays of Ag and Au NPs with surface density 
up to 3.3∙109 cm–2 were made by sol-gel method. To ob-
tain NPs with various plasmonic properties, the concentra-
tion of solutions, the modes of their synthesis and layer 
coating were varied. The absorption spectra of obtained 
samples contained a peak in the visible area corresponding 
to the plasmonic resonance of the Ag and Au NPs. It was 
found that the wavelength of plasmon absorption peak of 
NPs depends on the synthesis modes, therefore, the char-
acteristics of NPs arrays can be controlled by conditions 
of synthesis. The use of ZnO buffer layers for coating of 
NPs leads to an increase in the intensity of the NPs plas-
mon peak compared to samples without the ZnO buffer. 
The process of annealing leads to a gradual decrease and 
broadening of the absorption peak of Ag and mixed Ag 
and Au NPs arrays. But annealing does not affect absorp-
tion spectra of Au NPs arrays. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. SEM images of the surface of obtained NPs arrays: (a) Ag NPs, (b) Au NPs, (c) mixed Ag and Au NPs arrays. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. NPs size distribution histograms constructed from SEM data: (a) Ag NPs, (b) Au NPs. 
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УДК 535.34 

Синтез однородных массивов наночастиц Ag и Au методом  
золь-гель 

П.А. Богданов1, Л.А. Сокура1,2, А.В. Кремлева1, В.В. Виткин1 
1 Институт перспективных систем передачи данных Университета ИТМО, Кронверкский пр., д. 49, лит А, Санкт-Петербург, 

197101, Россия 
2 ФТИ им. Иоффе РАН, ул. Политехническая, д. 26, Санкт-Петербург, 194021, Россия 

 

Аннотация. Методом золь-гель на поверхности буферных слоев оксида цинка получены однородные массивы наночастиц 
серебра и золота плотностью более 3,3∙109 см–2. Проводилось варьирование состава, концентрации и режимов синтеза раство-
ров, нанесения и последующей термообработки слоев. Полученные образцы в спектре поглощения содержали пик в видимой 
области, соответствующий плазмонному резонансу в наночастицах Ag и Au. Обнаружено, что длина волны и интенсивность 
пика плазмонного поглощения наночастиц меняется в зависимости от условий их синтеза. Например, использование буфер-
ных слоев ZnO приводит к увеличению интенсивности плазмонного пика наночастиц Ag и Au. Отжиг приводит к постепен-
ному уменьшению интенсивности и уширению пика поглощения наночастиц Ag и смешанных массивов наночастиц Ag и Au, 
но интенсивность и длина волны пика плазмонного поглощения наночастиц Au при отжиге не изменяется. 
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